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YOUR BOARD'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR CURRICULUM

A curriculum is a decision. As a decision it represents a

choice made upon criteria, that is, somebody decided that the school,

a teacher, the students, would do this instead of something; else.

Any decision made by people about what a school should or will do,

what a teacher will ,teach or what students should learn, is engaging

in curriculum development.

School people, board members, administrators, teachers, make
0

detisions all the time. We make decisions because we are charged

with the responsibility to do something with students in a place

called school. School by definition is limiting. In fact; school

represents &societal decision that certain codified experiences

or outcomes must happen each generation. Sometimes these codified

experiences are formal (written) and sometimes they are informal

(unwritten). But they exist. For any given society to continue

to survive it must improve upon pure chance that survival will occur.

School represents an effort to improve upon mere randomness that

each succeeding generation will acquire those traits, concepts or

skills that will enable a society to survive. School, therefore,

is represented as a series of social decisions. We can't trust chance,

so we build a school.

A curriculum is a set of codifications about what should,go on

in schools, i.e., what students should learn, what teachers should

teach, and how time and space should be shaped to best facilitate

what should go on. If people lived forever and we had no resource

limitations we could abolish schools everywhere. Each society would,

therefore, have to cease worrying about improving upon chance for

its ability to survive.
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In most cases boards are of even aware of the Options or criteria"

by which the professional sta f is asking them to ra ify a previous .

'decision. Only in the boardest possible sense do mo t boards engage

in decision making. about t..1 riculum.

Anything that could g on in schools could be he curriculum.

What does go on in schoo s is the real curriculum. Decisions made

about what schools don' do or shouldn't teach or hat students

shouldn't learn, are c rricular decisions. Somet mes, most often,

they are rarely discu sed, and too often boards jon't make them.

A board must n9/t only be concerned about w at is taught and

learned, but why ili/at is being taught and/or 1 arned should be

learned among all, of the things that might be taught and learned.

This is essen'tially a question of validity. When a board can specify

why a decision has been made over content -nd /or learning enrivonment

instead of an infinite number of other co inations and configurations,

it approaches the task of determining c rricular validity.

The question which Boards ask mor often than those affiliated

with validity are those associated with reliability. Reliability

is determined by measures or consistency once it has been decided

what is to.be taught and/or learned. Questions of overlap, sequence

and-scope are affiliated with reliability. The degree of continuity

from grade to grade, subject area to subject area, from school to

school, and the degree of variability permitted, revolve around

reliability.

If a board cannot specify what parameters of continuity ar,

required and variability permitted, it has essentially no control

over the shaping of curriculum. If it cannot specify how the validity

of the curriculum was determined, it has -o control over curricular

content. Control as represented in decision making has passed from
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the board to the staff or to the test makers. The board does not

decide, it ratifies somebody else's decision.
4

The Strawman of Policy and Aministration

Frequently boards and superintendents become embroiled over

questions of policy and administration. It is said by all those involved

that boards should decide policy and superintendents should administer

that policy. The only trouble with this is that it doesn't work in

practice, and inhibits boards from being effective and the school

system from i.aproving pupil performance. This board/superintendent

cleavage was invented at the.turn of the century as a strategy to
.

eliminate board standing committees and corrupt ward politics. It

was invented by those interested in creating the superintendency

a role. I don't believe there is any way a board can be effective

as a decision-makirig body without getting into what has been

traditionally called administratiOn. Administration is decision making

about options. It means means should be consistent with ends, and it

is. the board's responsibility to ensure there is a relationship of

means to ends. In curriculum it is the board's legal responsibility

to insure both reliability and validity. To do this requires in-

depth problem solving without artificial lines to insure job security

of the superintendent. Aboard of education is both legislative,

executive and judicial all wrapped up into one group. It must insure

the validity and reliability of curriculum and take administrative

steps which are appropriate to improve upon random chance that

what is-learned in schools is both appropriate and meaningful. What

is appropriate is a question of validity. What is meaningful means

determining the degree of continuity and variability desired and/..,r

permitted in the curriculum.

5
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Educators, go to extremes to mask the tremendous amount of

manipulation involved in this enterprise. We don't like to admit the

degree to which' consicous "shaping" goes on in schools. Somehow we

find this acceptance contradictory to democratib ideals. Somehow

there is the notion that putting the pieces together is all that is

required and marvelous things will just happen. The failure of
N\

alternative schools who tried this approach are well-known. It is

sort of a "spontaneous combustion" modellof school.

We often find an educator who believes that all that is required

is to present the widest variety of options and let students select

tlfat which is most meaningful. At a recent planning conference with .

an elementary school, the principal expressed the viewpoint that

no values were more important than any others which is a contra-

diction in itself.

If we merely let each child select his own values from those

which'would be available in school, we have superimposed that value

over one which denies selection and would force all students to

learn one value. A school devoted to presentingliurastic values would

soon expel the value that the choice of alternative values should be

eliminated. Any choice regarding values is therefore as arbitrary
a

as any other. Pluralism is as arbitrary in this sense as any other

value which may be contradictory.

Schools Operate on choices. The failure to chose one implies

that a decision is made. We don't function in a vacuum. Things will

happen one way or another, but they will happen. It seems to me

we must dispel the myth that the selection of certain values in

schools is somehow antithetical to sound educational practice. A

democratic society has a set of values which exclude other values

from becoming paramount. If these values are clustered in a society's
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,schools for purposes of regeneration with the young, we are being

manipulative by attempting to insure their adoption. for each succeeding

generation. Even trying to renege on our responsibilities to make
40

decisions about the curriculum are ultimately decisions as binding

as those we would have made facing the issues head on. We are in a

position where action or the lack of action isbindingfas if made by

an arbitrator.

The Curriculum Today
1

School'curriculum today was never more in a state of disarray.

Little has been abandoned and much has been adapted, adopted and

superimposed over what went on before. In some cases we have

differences, in others merely the inclusion of new language to cover

old methods, conteh-t and expectations. The proliferation of "mini-

courses!' has proceeded at a fast pace in adding much without systematic

forethought to the secondary curriculum under the assumption that

whatever interests students is first and foremost the single and

only criterion by which its validity is determined.

Indeed, the historic role of boards in dealing with curriculum

is to ratify the choices of the professional staff and too often the

staff has no other indicators of quality except limited subject area

biases and no master plan to decide what should stay or go. Boards

rarely have a set of criteria by which to select curricula or have

the data to decide if any past decision about curriculum was any

better than any other.

In many schools we find as much variability across any given

grade level as IA-2. do from one grade level to the next. Curriculum

guides, if they exist, are little help because they are not in terms

which can be assessed and are statements of what "ought to be"

rather than what is actually being taught or learned in the schools.

The ability of a board to ascertain any aspect of its curriculum
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is almost solely confined to standrdized tests which are dubious

indicators of quality or validity. In short, most boards-do not deal '

'with curriculum in, any systematic way or in any other manner except

periodic reivews of various courses or'subjeCt areas. Too often the

curriculum is 'seen as an end itself rather than'a means to achieve

validated systemwide learhing objectives. This is a classic confusion
art

of means and ends. Unless a board can speak meaningfully to why this

curriculum instead of some'other, it has not properly conceptualized

what a curriculum is really about or what it should deliver in terms

of results. Under those circumstances it is impossible to meaningfully
*SO

evaluate a curriculum.

One Approach: Needs Assessment

Many school systems are attempting to enter the curriculum

picture in a more systematic way. They are attempting to develop

sets of assessable and validated learning outcomes for their school

systems. These are not philosophical statements or even a philosophy

of education. Rather they are pragmatic indicators of what skills,

knowledges, and attitudes students should receive as a minimal educational

"floor" of the school system. The development and validation of these

outcomes is called needs assessment.

The steps of needs assessment are as follows:

(1) Develop educational goal statements;
(2) Refine educational goal statements into objectives;
(3) Develop objective or measurable indicators for each one;

\-making approach from the important groups to be involved,
(4) Validate these objectives and indicators via a consensus

i.e., parents, taxpapers, students and staff;
(5) Develop or buy assessment instruments;
(6) Compare the results of the assessment to desired objectiv s;

A
'(7) Develop lists of preliminary "gaps" or "needs" between

desired ends and current performance;
(8) Locate gaps in the current curriculum (must know what is

now being taught);
(9) Determine which gaps must be closed first;
(10) Develop strategies to close gaps;
(11), Budget and implemdnt strategies;
(12) Evaluate the effectiveness of each strategy by

determining if the gap has been closed.

8



A curriculum is nothing more than a set of decis ns (a strategy)

or means to reach specified ends (objectives). in tAi process the

board has a set of criteria to'determine validity (the\level of

consensus of each of the groups involved in ranking and approving

gda s and measurement indicators) and criteria to deter

cu, riculum is effective (did it close the gaps?).

ine if a

Also within this process are the means to assess the administration,

the teaching staff, the in-service training program, the school

schedule, the adequacy of the budget in most categories, and the

degree of professional diagnosis ofwhy certain gapsIthavip not been

.

The entire process involves the Board in establishi1g the goals

'and the procedures for involvement, acting on consensus levels,

met (closed).

and being provided the data for curricular assessment to Weigh the

effectiveness of any curriculum in the system and to select, augment

or delete ineffective curricula in a way which is traditionally absent.

The board assumes a much more direct and active posture 0 the develop-

Rather than spending its time writing educational philosophies

ment and assessment of school curricula.

which ignore the realities of day to day teaching and what is really

happening in the schools, the board creates the mechanismfor issuing

directives which influence instructional decisions which can be followed

and assessed.
1

Not everyone will be happy about the development of his

capability. Many professionals will find this "intrusion" threatening.

Many professionals simply don't trust the general public or a board

in knowing what is good or bad in the schools anyway. The e is rampant

skepticism among professionals about the role of any board in suc,,

affairs as a matter of course. Under the current system which'is

non-accountable, it is hard to track down ineffective decisions. The

loss of ambiguity will be threatening. Curricular gaps wi I be more

9



noticeable and public. It will be a wise board which will act upon

such identification i.n a positive manner and use such inforAation
.

produced by a needs assessment to take salutary steps to improve

thirgs, without resorting to punishment as a first response.

Most people are doing the best job they know how. Many of the

gaps in an educational program can be closed without any further'

expenditure of funds and without any other kind of addition. The

mere process of, clarifying expectations can produce the directions

.

necessary to create a more effective school curriculum. It seems
.,

reasonable to conclude that the clearer the board makes those expec-

10

..

tations the easier the staff can comply. One's,persohal actions can

become congruent to the extent it is understood how they fit into the

total picture. It .is the board's responSibility to paint the picture

in ways which are understood and understandable.

MI



HASTINGS PUBLIC SeHOOLS

FENVOCKW ENGLISH
SUPCNINTENDE Nt or SCHOOLS

INO GUALANDI
ABM SUPCNINTCNOCNT

COMMUNITY SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL GOALS

Dear Hastings Citizen:

N

1 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING *

FARRAGUT AVENUE `u
NASTINGSONHUOSON. N V 10706

1f141 478.2900

As you undoubtedly know, the schools are being asked to do more and more, and
at the same lime are facing some very serious economic constraints. We would like your
assistance in helping us to identify what is most important for our children to learn'
in school. We want to know what you feel is essential that students learn. While we
would hope that our students would edrA all the things listed in the enclosed survey,
we recognize that with limited resources we must concentrate our energicon what is,
most important.

Would you take a few minutes to fill out the attached form and return-Otto us
dne of two ways; either by putting back into the mail (refolding the survey so that the
first class business reply face on page three is outward), or by dropping the survey at
one of five convenient locations in the village listed below.* This will save theone

school district 181 per returned survey.

In Part I of the survey we are asking you to rate nine educational' goals ranking
them high, medium or low in importance. In Part II we would like to know if you agree
or disagree with the ways that the goals might be measured to show if students had learned
them. For example, would "showing a knowledge of public health standards and practices,"
be acceptable evidence to you that a student had acquired, "the ability to maintain
mental, physical and emotional health"? If you agree, then there are three levels of

agreement shown. You would check the level of agreement that corresponds to your response.
On-the-other-hand,,you may disagree that this would be evidence that a student had learned,
"the ability to maintain mental, physical and emotional health." Inthis case you would Alt

check "disagree" as your response. In this case your disagreement would tell us'
tha,4 )

we could not use this evidence as a basis for determining whether or not the educational
goal had been reached by the school system.

In Part III of the survey we'would like to know in your own words_how you think
1

the schools can be improved and in what areas we are now doing a good job: Finally your

overall opinion of the school system can be indicated here as well.

We expect the results of this community survey to be presented to the Board of

Education within the next several months. It will be used as a basis for evaluating the

school curriculum.

Would you please return the survey no later than April 5, 1976 either by dropping

it off at the designated points, or returning it in the mail by refolding -the. survey.
We thank you very much for your assistance in helping us to determine what the educational
goals Of our school system should be in the future.

sincerely,

C."(--"-)

1' nwick W. English
uperintendent of Schools

P.S. For those adults in the some families who would like to fill out a separate survey,
please call the Superintendent's Office, 478-2900, for additional copies.

0

*Community drop zones are Bob's Service Siation (Warburton & North), Kupcheck's Liquor
Store (584 Warburton), Good Yarns (535 Warburton), Jacobson's Drug Store (544 Warburton),
and Mandrick's Market (483 Warburton at Washingion).
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COMMUNITY SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL GOAL
Part I Goal Ranking

e ---,
.

_.......

DT
.

ECTIDNS: Read each educational goal and then indicate by
t

marking how important you think
it should hr in one of thethree rankings possible for each educational goal. .

/

YOUR RANKING OF
GOAL IMPORTANCE

High l'eof.ri um Low

4

EDUCATIONAL GOAL

By the time a student graduates from our high.scnool he or she
shoOld Hv' learned:

'I. How to get a job and/or how to go onto complete college.
2. To appreciate and participate in a rich and varied cultural

life.

3. That hp or she is a worthwhile person in his or her own right.

4. The basic ideas and ways of think.ing within the sciences and

social, sciences. ,

5. The basic skills of communication and reasoning-necessary to
live a full and productive life.

6. How to participate as an effective citizen and consumer in
our society.

7. To develop competence in the process of developing values in,
order to apprecia e and respect the rights of others.

8. The ability to mai tajn mental, physical and emotional health.

9. How to engage in le NIA as a fife long process.
10. (Write in your choicb if noshown above and then enter its

rank)

.., 4

Part II Measurement Indicators (What We Will Test)

DIRECTONS: After ranking the goals in Part I, now indicate which (one or more) of the many
ways the goal could be measured as.learned by students wogld be acceptable to
you.,

YOUR OPINION GOAL I: How to get a job and/or how to go on to complete

AGREE DISAGREE college by being able to:

available.
to,-get a job and

his or her cholce.

training.
of human labor.
in a rich and

High Medium Low

A. Know a variety of work opportunities
B. Have the necessary employable skills

the workhabitsito keep a job.
-,b. Apply 'and be accepted to collegeof
D. Enroll and complete further occupational
E. Understand the dignity of all forms

ACACE DISAGREE GOAL 2: To appreciate and participate
High Medium Low varied cultural life bj,'being able to:\

musical,
of human

such as libraries,

to express

A. .Understand and value a variety ofartiStic,
literary and dramatic forms as methods
expression.

B. Locate and use cultural resources
museums Nnd historical sites.

C. Engage in a variety of cultural activities
him or herself. 4

.

AGREE DiSAGREE COAL 3: That he or she is a worthwhile person in his or

4o:High Medium Low. her own right by being able

A. Feel confident about going into nCw
B. See himself or herself positively.!
C. Cope with criticism and accept it
D. Use both 5UCCOSr.;05 and failures ash
E, Set realistic persona l goals .

fields.

If valid.
learning experiences.

.

(Go-on to complete survey at bottom of next page)
1' 12
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States

Postage will be paid by

HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON BOARD Of EDUCATION,

Farragut Avenue

Hastings-.on-Hudson, New York '0706

FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NG.

3724

Yonkers, N.Y.

YOUR OPINION'
two:ru

High Mediur, Low

Hick

AGREE

MediLm

c,Al 1 it basic de, end vd1,7. of It ,c ,
ehin In., cc

aril social SC ,Ces by beina ahl-- to

A. Show knowledge of the basic methods at inquiry in ea 1i field,

B. Dee04 skill in hafidling the bajc ideas and terms within each

subject and understbrid how they developed h;storically.

C. Understana the ,cientific method and the impact of scien.ific

advances.

0. knowledge of the family as a basic unit of our society.

DISAREL (DAL 5 The basic skills of communication and teisoning nress,iry

low to live a fuLl and productive lite by teing able to.

A. Read with comprcl -T.ion, speak and write clearly.

B. Umleistand ant, he able to perform basis mat.,e,:aalcal operations.

c. think creatively and critically in frder to dilly?.. problems.

A(Aut bISAG;,,(f IIAL 6: haw to particisAd a, on effe,t..e Citizen ant c'nsumer
-

I

High Medium low in our society by being able to
A. Show an understanding of our legal, economic and political

processes.
B. Explain our historical heritage as a democratic people.

C. Participate actively in the life of the community and nation.

0. Show an understandicuof national and intorna't-,nll problem.

ACoiL 01:41GRLL FOAL 7: io develop the ompetonce in it-Efor,,,, of dove!, ,,ina

values in ordei to appreciate and respe.1 the right?, of

others by being able to.
A. Understand and compote his or her values with others

H. Understand and relate to other social, racial, religious groups.

r
C. Live peaceably in a community with ureups possessing many values,

0. Avcid imposing his or her own salues,upon others.

)1. Appreciate and use the common standards of sacial courlev.

aid then re-fold this survey so that the business reply envelope shown above is

itter box or return at designated "drops" in the community mentioned in letter)

Medium low

(Go on 10 ne,t page
facing out. Drop in



; ',H%tc4
't t /VRi

High 1,, ,1, Le..1

Hint) 1 ri

1-

a
LDAG::Et:

Low

4.

AL 8. Tt-. to maintain mental, phoical And ;2motionarg----.

health by being alde to:

A. Show knowledge of good health habits to matLain physical/

rental health.
B. show knowledge of problems caused by drug "addiction and other

-harmful activities upon physical and epotional

C. JtIn knowledge of public health standarlc anc' nrdcticos.

D. Participdte cooperatively in team sport activities

F. Understand when competition or cooperation are called for.

F. ;row knowlede of general safety princiles drld_prT7tices

VAL 9: How io englge in Irn as a lite tonnpros by
being able to:

A. Knorr where io obtain iniotmAtion on most problems.

U. Pnticipate and seek a variety of learinELdclivitie-,.

Part III Open Reston -,e

DIRICHONS: feel free in your own words to indicate how you think tbe schools may be improved and

in whdt are the sct.00l . are doing a good job. Please use the space below.

your overall op in orr of the txhools?
High Medium Low Undecided
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